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Assessing Students in the Cloud - Any Time, Anywhere, Any Device  
Keith Dye, Texas Tech University - keith@musicfirst.com 

An instructional/learning management system SOLELY designed for music education! 

It works on virtually ANY Internet accessible device ANYWHERE there is Internet. 
YOU design your site to fit YOUR  instructional/learning priorities 

  
What are the learning priorities you want to enhance in your program or classes? 

Here’s a bit of what                                             can offer in it’s $3 base package: 
  

A grade book with high level analytics 
“Drag & Drop” scheduling 
Student Portfolio with UNLIMITED storage 
Over 5,000+ pieces of pre-built lessons, quizzes, etc. AND the ability to SHARE 
anything anyone creates with any other MusicFirst user 
A digital recording tool (very soon to have a play-along feature) 
(Soon) The ability to upload student video assignments 
A state-of-the-art assessment creator with auto grading and assessment analytics 
Ability to easily incorporate any type of media in any assessment. 
Easy to set up classes, assignments, etc. 
How you use it is only limited by your creativity and imagination. 

But it’s even MORE POWERFUL when you add the SOFTWARE of your choice! 

Students have FULL VERSIONS of the software on their devices 
You can FULLY integrate the software into assignments , making the software 
more powerful than ever! 

Your Software Choices for… 

 Performance:  
Practice First ($3) 

   True holistic performance assessment 
    Set the student score goal and rigor of assessment 
    Easily import content and SHARE 
    Even has sight reading and memorization modes 

Sight Reading Factory ($2) 
   True sight reading assessment 
    Control all parameters of assignments 
    Never the SAME exercise twice 
    Even designate change keys and time signatures! 



Noteflight ($2) 
   Ability to record with play along content 
   Optional repertoire content libraries 

 Theory and Aural Skills: 
Noteflight ($2) 

   600 built in composition, theory, etc. exercise templates 
   Ability to comment and collaborate on work 

Auralia ($2 or $3 w/ Musition in a bundle!) 
   World-class ear-training software 
    Intervals, rhythmic, melodic dictation 

Musition ($2 or $3 w/ Auralia in a bundle!) 
   World class theory concept software 

 General Musical Knowledge and Creativity: 
Soundtrap ($5) 

   Engaging, collaborative sequencing 
Soundation ($2) 

   Powerful traditional sequencing 
O Generator ($1 - included in base package after 9/1/18) 

   Novel, circular, non-traditional sequencing with built in lessons  
Focus on Sound ($1 - included in base package after 9/1/18) 

   Digital music encyclopedia 

Overall Pricing - $3 per user + cost of software choices 

NEW! 

Document and archive student achievement and learning. 
   per campus; unlimited # of students: $199 (knowledge assessment) or $299  
   (knowledge + sight reading & performance assessment)! 

Single user access for personal, individual, and/or class display use 
$129 per year - contains all of the above software and the ability to review 
most of the classroom features 

How do you find out more and purchase?  

Complete the card and a MusicFirst consultant will contact you soon. 

Your chance to win a campus administration of                                         or 
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